CHANNELLING BY Damian Nola 11 January 2003
Dear Merilyn
I was guided quite out of the blue to contact you today, during a meditation – channelling, in
which Isis came through very strongly. She was holding a medallion on a long silver cord, the
medallion was of a dragon wrapped around an ankh and a solar disk. She assured me you
would understand the imagery connected to this. I am also guided to tell you that their was a
strong blue-silver energy connected to this medallion. I'm also guided to tell you that you will
probably better know of me through my friend OmRa. I believe he would have sent you some of
the channelled guidance I received when working with him with the Ra~Sheeba energy’s earlier
during the year.
In any case I hope this email finds you fabulously well and I look forward to hearing from you
again soon.
In the love - light - purity and truth of spirit.
InLakesh
Damian Nola
PS: This channelled message comes from Isis for you
"Priestess of the Western Isle, the land of my beloved husband Osiris, Land of Amenti - spirits of the
dead, awaken to the truth of the knowledge you hold as a keeper of the sacred keys. Know that
as the Ankh is the key of life, so it is the sacred womb of the Mother Goddess from which all life
emerges. Gaze upon the Ankh and what do you see but the glory of the Solar Orb, the Aten
flowing forth and resting upon the horizon, shedding it's light upon the path that leads you home.
Know that all who receive the knowing of this mystery shall be lifted into the purity of the vibration
of divine truth. The amethyst (crystalline) children have been born of the higher geometries
encoded within the living light energies that you have brought forth in remembrance of your own
divine nature. Cherish this sacred gift that you have been given - remembered as an expression
of your true divine nature. Know that it's emanation is from a source more powerful, more pure,
divine, loving and wise then you may ever imagine for it emanates from your own soul, from the
inner light of divinity that you are, it is divine energy, energy that knows infinite potential to heal
across the barriers of space, time and the illusion of separation.
Know that it comes to you from the heart of the Central Sun as an expression of the cosmic heat,
the serpent or dragon fire. Know that it is the energy of the quickening, the awakening of all to
their true divine nature. Know that as energy moves so it touches upon consciousness,
Ra~Sheeba is NOT consciousness, it is energy and yet it touches upon consciousness and so it has
the potential to release the patterns of belief (consciousness) that holds us within separation. For
true healing to occur our consciousness must change, come into alignment with divinity, for it is
consciousness that gives form to energy, that gives rise to our reality, or perceived conceptions of
such. You are growing more with each day in your understanding of the gift you have been
given. Ra~Sheeba is a very pure and extremely powerful selection of the available universal
energy that also touches upon and brings through divine energy (universal energy is the energy
of manifested for, divine energy emanates from a source beyond manifestation, and therefore is
unbound - limitless in it's potential).
Know that it is from light that the Great Goddess Isis was born and yet it is from her womb that
light emerges, they are one and the same, inexplicably tied into one cosmic heart-beat.
Understand and know that their is no separation between the two and within this lies the key. In
eternal love for you our daughter
Isis Amuanet
Goddess of the Western Isles..."

